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Across

3. The development of industries for the 

machine production of good

5. Where Jews and Arabs lived for centuries

9. In the Japanese economy various 

manufacturing processes or concentrated 

within a single enterprise called the _____ a 

large financial and industrial corporation

10. Jewish place of worship

16. Known as Persia until 1935

17. British protectorate until 1922

19. Time of economic collapse

20. A quick increase in prices

21. In 1928 chiang kai-Shem founded a new 

Chinese republic in ____

23. 1876 ottoman sultan

24. Book hitler wrote while in jail

26. Middle class army officers invaded 

_______ without government approval in 1931

27. Victims of the genocide started by the 

Ottoman Empire in 1915

28. Garvey who lived in Harlem stressed the 

need for the unity of all Africans a movement 

known as _______

32. Nazi symbol

33. Better than someone or something else

34. Economic system in which the people on 

and share equally in the means of production

35. After the _______ most of the communist 

leaders went into hiding in the city

Down

1. Party that hitler joined

2. The Indian people referred to Mohandas 

Gandhi as a “great soul” and______

4. Hitler wanted to get rid of them all

6. In 1933 President Franklin D Roosevelt 

announced the ________ rejecting the use of 

US military force in Latin America on principle

7. “Living space”

8. What the nazis encouraged against Jews

11. The deliberate mass murder of a 

particular racial, political or cultural grouo

12. Gandhi used the methods of ________ 

refusal to obey laws considered to be unjust

13. Night of broken glass

14. Nationalist socialist party workers party

15. a major motivation behind many 

individuals who joined the Nazi Party

18. Argentina was controlled by an ______

22. Economic system based on private 

ownership in the profit motive

25. National Assembly of the wiemar republic

29. Father Turk

30. The country that launched the 

kulturkampf against the Catholic Church

31. A group disbursed worldwide


